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 T H E  D E T A I L S  T H A T  T U R N  ' I  D O '  I N T O
H A P P I L Y  E V E R  A F T E R !



The magic is waiting for you!

YOU DON'T NEED A GLASS
SLIPPER TO HAVE A

FAIRYTALE WEDDING

If you've been dreaming of this moment since

you were 5 or have just begun to imagine what

your perfect wedding would look like; one thing

you're certain of is that this day is going to be

anything but ordinary.

 

Whether your vision for your celebration unfolds

in an enchanted forest or a castle ballroom,

these are a few tips that can heighten the

fantasy and bring magic into every part of your

day! Get ready to ride off into the sunset. 
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Find your Location
F I R S T  T H I N G S  F I R S T

Where does your fairytale happen?
T A K E  A  M O M E N T ,  C L O S E  Y O U R  E Y E S  A N D

I M A G I N E  Y O U R  W E D D I N G  U N F O L D I N G .  W H A T

D O E S  I T  F E E L  L I K E ?

Are there waves crashing in the background? The chirp of woodland birds or do

you feel the smooth gloss of a staircase baulstrade under your fingers?

 

There are many options when it comes to setting and location. Finding the

perfect venue is one of the most important steps to creating a wedding that is

a real life fairytale and the first step to finding the perfect venue is knowing

what your fairytale looks and feels like. So pause for a few minutes to imagine

your celebration and where it takes place. 



 

Locations that Elevate the Day

Enchanted Forest - This style is probably the easiest location to find no matter where

you are based. What really transforms a woodland location is the details and lighting.

Fairy lights are especially effective in adding romance and transforming your location

into something truly special. Adding details like beautiful fabrics and intentional floral

arrangments bring flair and a sense that you've entered a storybook space.

Seacape - If The Little Mermaid is your icon, it may only make sense to hold your

celebration where you can feel the sand and hear the waves crash. If your wedding is

destined to happen near the ocean, time of day is critical for you. While considering

the light is always important you want to ensure that the majority of your ceremony and

celebration take place closer to sunset to ovoid the heat and harsh shadows that come

with noon on the beach. 

The Castle - When glamor and old world charm are the hub of your style wheelhouse it

makes sense to look for historic and architectural gems that will transport you and your

guests into a space that Cinderella would feel at home in. When creating within a

building that makes your heart soar, echoing the design, while adding personal details,

can enhance and bring the space to life. 



YOUR
FLORIST IS
YOUR FAIRY
GODMOTHER
Finding a florist whose style you love and whose

work embodies an aesthetic that gels with your

overall vibe is so important! Flowers might seem

like a small element in the grand scheme of the

day, but they have a huge impact. 

 

The dreaminess and overall look of your wedding

is based in no small part on the flowers you

select. It's a great idea to begin following several

florists on social media to see the kind of work

they consistantly produce and if their style will

mesh well with your vision. 

 

Having a large floral installation can be a great

idea and creates dramatic inspiration that

elevates the space your wedding inhabits into

something extraordinary.

 

You should also consider different types of

flowers, and don't be afraid to select unusual

floral elements. The pop of an unexpected plant

can take an arrangement from ordinary to

fantastic.



LIGHTING IS REAL
LIFE PIXIE DUST

Once you've found your dream location, consider the lighting! 

Both natural and artificial light is crucial for creating the perfect

fairytale ambiance. If you've ever squinted into the distance at high

noon or basked in the radience of a glorious sunset you know what a

difference lighting can make!

 

As you plan out your timeline, consider taking advantage of the best

light of the day for crucial moments like your ceremony and couple's

portraits. A good rule of thumb is that the hour before sunset is your

best golden light.

 

When the sun sets, candles and twinkle lights can make a huge impact! Make

sure that your accent lighting is warm toned (kelvin temps between 2000-3000

are best). Get fancy with the twinkle lights and feel free to spinkle market lights

in any outdoor spaces. Cascades of fairy lights add warmth to any reception

and real candlelight (where safe) creates the ultimate romantic look! Your

celebration should glow no matter the time of day.



Fairytales do come
true and yours is

about to begin!
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